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(57) ABSTRACT 

An intelligent agent-accomplished detection and tracking 
system responsive to sensed characteristics in a cloud of 
chemical or biological Warfare agent(s) dispersed over a 
geographic area of the earth. The intelligent agent elements 
of the invention provide an organized and repeated com 
parison of signal data extracted from overhead dispersed 
conventional sensors of the chemical or biological agent 
material and accomplish communication With other agents 
and the outside World using a common ?exible communi 
cation language. The intelligent agent elements are disposed 
in hierarchical arrays having at least loWer level, mid level 
and upper level locations and are inclusive of multiple path 
forward and feedback agent communications. 

22 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets 

A statutory invention registration is not a patent. It has 
the defensive attributes of a patent but does not have the 
enforceable attributes of a patent. No article or adver 
tisement or the like may use the term patent, or any term 
suggestive of a patent, When referring to a statutory 
invention registration. For more speci?c information on 
the rights associated With a statutory invention registra 
tion see 35 U.S.C. 157. 
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INTELLIGENT AGENT REMOTE 
TRACKING OF CHEMICAL AND 

BIOLOGICAL CLOUDS 

RIGHTS OF THE GOVERNMENT 

The invention described herein may be manufactured and 
used by or for the Government of the United States for all 
governmental purposes Without the payment of any royalty. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Currently, there is no knoWn Wide-area, permanently 
deployed capability for detecting or tracking chemical 
attacks on the United States or other nations. Under these 
conditions, there can be little notice or warning of such an 
attack nor ability to track the spread of a cloud of the attack 
agent(s). A system capable of providing Warning and track 
ing for mass attacks by detecting the release, dispersion, and 
drift of a chemical cloud is hoWever believed technically 
feasible. Such a system can provide warning from the time 
of release until an attack agent cloud disperses to the point 
of no longer posing a threat. Current events demonstrate the 
need for a capability for detecting such an attack and 
tracking it, at a level of capability above merely following 
the progress of the attack by monitoring those Who have 
been affected. While no one presently available technology 
can provide the capability for such Warning and tracking, a 
combination of remote sensors, some of Which can provide 
response to both chemical and biological agents, can provide 
a high degree of con?dence, speci?city, and sensitivity so 
that a space-based system can effectively function as an 
attack early-Warning system. The present invention is 
believed to provide a signi?cant part of such a system. 

As may noW be or subsequently become apparent herein 
the Word “agent” may appear in tWo differing contexts With 
respect to the present invention; the ?rst of these contexts, 
as may be appreciated from the above recited invention title 
for example, relates to the building blocks appearing in 
portions of the disclosed chemical detection system archi 
tecture. The second context for this Word “agent” of course 
relates to the chemically reactive material used by an enemy 
to in?ict harm. Since the Word “agent” appears to be proper 
and of current usage in each of these contexts and appears 
unlikely to cause reading or interpretation confusion no 
effort to substitute a less desirable synonym is made in this 
description. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an aircraft, spacecraft or 
elevated location-based system for detecting and tracking 
large scale chemical and biological Warfare attack agent 
dispersals. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide 
an elevation-based system to detect and track chemical and 
biological Warfare agent attacks. 

It is another object of the invention to provide the algo 
rithms and processing concepts needed by an overvieWing 
system to detect and track chemical and biological Warfare 
agent attacks. 

It is another object of the invention to provide a commu 
nication system usable betWeen signal processing intelligent 
agents organiZed in a hierarchy. 

It is another object of the invention to provide for the 
processing of data generated by a plurality of sensors in 
response to a large-scale release of chemical and/or biologi 
cal Warfare agents. 
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2 
It is another object of the invention to provide a hierar 

chical organiZed array of intelligent agent decision elements 
suitable for use in large mapping projects. 

These and other objects of the invention Will become 
apparent as the description of the representative embodi 
ments proceeds. 

These and other objects of the invention are achieved by 
the method of detecting and tracking chemical and biologi 
cal Warfare agent plumes over a geographic area, said 
method comprising the steps of: 

disposing a plurality of diverse input condition responsive 
Warfare agent sensor elements above said geographic area of 
detecting and tracking; 

coupling an output from each of said diverse input con 
dition responsive Warfare agent sensor elements to a sensor 
speci?c ?rst level intelligent agent decision element in a 
hierarchical array of intelligent agent decision elements; 

extracting, in said sensor speci?c ?rst level intelligent 
agent decision element, cloud-related signal indicia from 
said output, said extracting including applying segmented 
output data and ?rst level intelligent agent knoWledge base 
data to a decision engine algorithm portion of said sensor 
speci?c ?rst level intelligent agent decision element to 
generate a sensor-speci?c ?rst level intelligent agent deci 
sion element eXtensible markup language document type 
de?nition output; 

said sensor-speci?c ?rst level intelligent agent decision 
element eXtensible markup language document type de? 
nition output also including a cloud identi?cation output and 
a Warfare agent sensor element output quality-determined 
?rst con?dence signal; 

applying said eXtensible markup language document type 
de?nition output of said sensor-speci?c ?rst level intelligent 
agent decision element to a plurality of second and succes 
sive other mid level intelligent agent decision elements in 
said hierarchical array of intelligent agent decision elements; 

evaluating in said mid level intelligent agent elements 
cloud, Weather condition, ground condition and cloud dupli 
cate related outputs received via said mid level eXtensible 
markup language document type de?nition outputs of said 
?rst level intelligent agent elements; 

said evaluating step including a determination of possible 
natural cause for said cloud-related outputs, a determination 
of said cloud-related outputs being a Warfare agent plume 
and a determination of a second con?dence signal, said 
determinations being encoded into an intelligent agent deci 
sion element eXtensible markup language document type 
de?nition output; 

connecting said second intelligent agent decision element 
eXtensible markup language document type de?nition out 
put to a plurality of upper level intelligent agent decision 
elements in said hierarchical array of intelligent agent deci 
sion elements; 

determining in said plurality of upper level intelligent 
agent decision elements in said hierarchical array of intel 
ligent agent decision elements an occurrence of a Warfare 
substance attack event and a course of travel for said Warfare 
agent plume in said geographic area, said determining 
including determining a third con?dence signal level and 
encoding of said determining step signals into an intelligent 
agent decision element eXtensible markup language docu 
ment type de?nition output. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying draWings incorporated in and forming 
a part of the speci?cation, illustrate several aspects of the 
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present invention and together With the description serve to 
explain the principles of the invention. In the drawings: 

FIG. 1 shoWs a hierarchical agent con?guration usable in 
embodiments of the invention. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a hierarchical agent con?guration inclusive 
of blackboard communication usable in embodiments of the 
invention. 

FIG. 3 shoWs an overall or gross architectural represen 
tation of an intelligent agent usable in embodiments of the 
invention. 

FIG. 4 shoWs a more detailed representation of an intel 
ligent agent usable in embodiments of the invention. 

FIG. 5 shoWs the basic data processing ?oW for an 
embodiment of the invention including the steps and deci 
sions made to locate and track a chemical or biological agent 
cloud. 

FIG. 6A shoWs a ?rst part of operation of an Environment 
Analyst agent. 

FIG. 6B shoWs a second part of operation of an Environ 
ment Analyst agent. 

FIG. 7 shoWs operation of a Current World Model agent. 
FIG. 8 shoWs operation of a Expected World Model agent. 
FIG. 9 shoWs operation of a Other Sensors Input Analyst. 
FIG. 10A shoWs a ?rst part of operation of a Feedback 

Analyst. 
FIG. 10B shoWs a second part of operation of a Feedback 

Analyst. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The folloWing description involves discussions of com 
bination of a chemical Warfare agent, a biological Warfare 
agent and a plurality of intelligent agent algorithm architec 
tures. In order to avoid confusion among these three differ 
ing “agents”, especially betWeen either of the ?rst tWo of 
these agents and the latter agent, the Word “substance” is 
used to the best degree reasonably possible in referring to the 
?rst tWo of these agents, i.e., to agents described as a 
chemical Warfare substance or a biological Warfare sub 
stance or generically as a “substance”. No change in mean 
ing is intended by this semantic clari?cation hoWever. 

The present invention therefore concerns an intelligent 
agent architecture and processes usable for the detection and 
tracking of a large-scale chemical substance release by Way 
of sensors placed at high altitude or in space. The invention 
includes a description of the sensor signal processing archi 
tecture and its operation and the overall processes used to 
alloW a combined sensor suite to detect, Wam-of, and track 
a chemical or biological agent cloud. In the invention, 
chemical or biological agent attack detection and Warning is 
based upon unique physical properties that can be identi?ed 
remotely and then correlated to provide a high probability of 
accurate identi?cation. Known technologies can be used as 
sensors and can consist of, for example, conventional infra 
red sensors, radar, synthetic aperture radar, and ultraviolet 
sensors that detect properties of a cloud (both re?ective and 
transmissive properties) as Well as the temperature, 
moisture, and visual characteristics of any cloud. The sen 
sors can be disposed above a geographic area of interest by 
Way of terrain features, aircraft or satellites or other means 
as knoWn in the art. The detected properties enable early and 
rapid detection of a cloud. Weather information can be 
included in the analysis of sensor data. Taken together, these 
same properties also alloW a cloud to be tracked until it has 
dissipated. 
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An intelligent agent is a softWare system that contains 

knoWledge about a problem domain, is capable of making 
decisions relative to that domain, possesses arti?cial 
intelligence, and knoWs something about the context of any 
request made of it. An intelligent agent also has the knoWl 
edge needed to process the information given to it. Finally, 
such agents can operate as a society to enable rapid data 
interchange and correlation of analysis results and have the 
ability to exchange information Within the context of a 
“contract” that speci?es the form, content, and conditions 
under Which information is exchanged. An intelligent agent 
functions continuously and autonomously Within an envi 
ronment that may be inhabited by other agents. Generally, 
intelligent agents can learn from experience, and by virtue of 
their ability to communicate they can cooperate to perform 
tasks. 

Intelligent agents have three de?ning characteristics, 
agency, intelligence, and communication. Agency is the 
capability of an agent to act independently in the pursuit of 
the accomplishment of a task. Intelligence encompasses the 
degree of reasoning in the intelligent agent’s objectives. 
Communication alloWs intelligent agents to share informa 
tion and analyses, enables a problem to be partitioned 
betWeen agents, and alloWs an intelligent agent system to 
scale its performance With an increase in computational 
poWer availability and With increased netWork bandWidth. 
The architectural outline of the invention discloses a set of 

intelligent agents that communicate using either a hierarchi 
cal paradigm arrangement or combined blackboard and 
hierarchical paradigm arrangement. Each intelligent agent 
produces as assessment of some aspect of the environment 
based upon its inputs. The assessment consists of, at a 
minimum, a rating and an XML-based description of the 
inputs and a textual description of the outputs. In the 
invention, the concept is to attach a rich but constrained 
semantics to the analytical outputs from the agent so that 
other intelligent agents can use the textual description and 
numerical rating to further develop their assessments. The 
letters XML used herein are an abbreviated reference to the 
eXtensible Markup Language, a descriptive media found 
helpful in describing the invention. Additional information 
regarding the eXtensible Markup Language is included in 
the discussion and listing of references appearing in Appen 
dix 1 immediately preceding the claims of the present 
document. 
TWo types of intelligent agents appear in the present 

invention. The ?rst type comprises agents that are respon 
sible for directly analyZing sensor outputs. The second type 
comprises agents that primarily analyZe the outputs from 
other intelligent agents. Decision-making Within an agent is 
performed by one or more decision engines, as discussed 
beloW. Intelligent agents that directly process sensor outputs 
have as their primary tasks segmenting the data in order to 
extract features, determining the location of each segment, 
and assigning property values to each segment. These agents 
are found at the bottom of the hierarchy and are used to 
locate features in the environment that may be of chemical 
or biological plumes nature. These features are called seg 
ments because they are identi?ed using a segmentation 
process. The intelligent agents located higher in the hierar 
chy are used to analyZe the outputs from other intelligent 
agents and have as their task the detection of patterns Within 
the data, determining correlations betWeen patterns, detect 
ing correlations betWeen segments and properties betWeen 
different sensors, and determining if a previously detected 
correlation betWeen segments or properties has changed 
location. Once a segment has been identi?ed as a chemical 
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or biological cloud, it is called a plume. The intelligent 
agents highest in the hierarchy have as their tasks the 
determination of Whether or not one or more chemical or 
biological clouds have appeared in the environment and 
its/their motion. 

To enable rapid analysis and correlation of sensor signals, 
either a hierarchical or hybrid hierarchy-blackboard intelli 
gent agent system can be used as the overall architecture for 
the invention. When a hierarchy of agents is used, as shoWn 
in the system 100 of FIG. 1, the intelligent agents loWest in 
the hierarchy interface directly With a sensor and are used to 
analyZe a single property as reported by a sensor signal. The 
intelligent agent 104 in FIG. 1 is used to analyZe the data 
from the infrared sensor 102 for example. The results of the 
analysis by the intelligent agents loWest in the hierarchy are 
transmitted to other intelligent agents higher in the 
hierarchy, as at 106 in FIG. 1. These agents correlate the 
analyses from a number of loWer-level agents to determine 
if an attack has occurred. The agents in the higher parts of 
the hierarchy, the agents at 108 and 110 for example, can 
also use the correlated results to track a chemical or bio 
logical agent cloud once it is detected. The agents in the 
higher parts of the hierarchy also feed back analytical results 
from higher levels of the hierarchy to the loWer levels of the 
hierarchy. Feedback consists of control inputs for the loWer 
level agents and of analytical results in order to aid the loW 
level agents in their task of locating and tracking a cloud. 
Feedback is also used to vary the segmentation settings, 
threshold settings and decision criteria used by an agent to 
determine if a biological or chemical cloud is present. 
Feedback can go from any intelligent agent at a higher level 
of the hierarchy to any intelligent agent at a loWer level of 
the hierarchy as is represented at 112 and 114 in FIG. 1, but 
in practice feedback is primarily routed to intelligent agents 
at the level of the hierarchy that is one level beloW as at 112 
in the FIG. 1 system. 

The siZe of a cloud that can be detected and tracked by a 
system of the FIG. 1 type is constrained only by the 
sensitivity of the sensors used at 102 and 103 for example. 
For the sake of clarity, the FIG. 1 draWing shoWs only the 
outputs from one level of the hierarchy being sent to a single 
agent at the next level, but in practice each agent at a given 
level communicates With every agent at the next level of the 
hierarchy as is represented at 118 and 120 in FIG. 1 for 
example. The intelligent agents at all but the loWest level of 
the hierarchy are used to correlate, analyZe, and consolidate 
outputs from loWer levels in order to determine if a chemical 
or biological cloud is present and if so its siZe and direction 
of motion. Within the invention, each intelligent agent can 
use any decision-making system to analyZe inputs provided 
by a sensor or other intelligent agents, or both. Therefore, 
Bayesian netWorks, fuZZy logic, rules, case based reasoning, 
probabilistic reasoning, genetic algorithms, or other reason 
ing techniques may be used by any intelligent agent in the 
invention. 

Correlation can be performed using a statistical technique, 
such as a Weighted sum or a linear correlation. The intelli 
gent agents in the highest level of the hierarchy interface to 
an external communication system as indicated at 116 in 
FIG. 1 to handle aspects of communicating the outputs from 
the hierarchy. 
Blackboard System 

In the arrangement of the invention Wherein Where a 
blackboard system is used, as shoWn at 200 in FIG. 2, an 
intelligent agent is again dedicated to each sensor and is used 
to analyZe a singlec property in a sensor signal. The intel 
ligent agent architecture is again overall a hierarchy. 
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6 
HoWever, the ?rst tWo levels of the hierarchy communicate 
by posting their outputs to a common blackboard 202. The 
results of this analysis are posted to blackboard 202 for other 
intelligent agents to use as part of their analysis to determine 
if a chemical or biological cloud is present and to track the 
cloud. The higher levels of the hierarchy have the same 
operational responsibilities as the intelligent agents in the 
FIG. 1 ?rst con?guration of the invention. 

FIG. 2 thus shoWs the invention con?gured to use a 
common blackboard for communication betWeen intelligent 
agents in the ?rst tWo levels of the hierarchy of intelligent 
agents. In this con?guration of the invention feedback 
betWeen intelligent agents at the tWo loWest levels of the 
hierarchy is accomplished using the blackboard, any infor 
mation to be passed from one intelligent agent to another is 
placed on the blackboard Where any other agent may note its 
presence and act upon the information. Feed back from 
higher levels of processing to the tWo ?rst levels of pro 
cessing is also accomplished by the higher level agents 
posting their feed back results on the blackboard as is shoWn 
at 204 for example. Feed back betWeen intelligent agents 
from the highest levels of the hierarchy is accomplished in 
the same manner as in the ?rst con?guration for the inven 
tion. That is, feed back at the upper levels of the hierarchy 
can go from any intelligent agent at a higher level of the 
hierarchy to any intelligent agent at a loWer level of the 
hierarchy as is represented at 206 for example, but in 
practice feedback is primarily routed to intelligent agents at 
the level of the hierarchy that is one level beloW as is 
represented at 208 for example. 

For the sake of clarity, FIG. 2 shoWs only the outputs from 
one level of the hierarchy being sent to a single agent at the 
next level, but in practice each agent at a given level 
communicates With every agent at the next level of the 
hierarchy above the level in the hierarchy Where the black 
board is placed. As in the case of the FIG. 1 hierarchy, the 
siZe of the chemical or biological cloud that can be detected 
and tracked is constrained only by the sensitivity of the 
sensors. As in the FIG. 1 con?guration of the invention, 
Within this con?guration of the invention, each intelligent 
agent is free to use any decision-making system to analyZe 
its inputs from either a sensor or from other intelligent 
agents, or both. Therefore, Bayesian netWorks, fuZZy logic, 
rules, case based reasoning, probabilistic reasoning, genetic 
algorithms, or other reasoning techniques may be used by 
any intelligent agent in the system. Correlation can be 
performed using a statistical technique, such as a Weighted 
sum or a linear correlation. The intelligent agents in the 
highest level of the hierarchy interface to an external com 
munication system that handles all aspects of communica 
tion of the outputs from the hierarchy. 

Within the invention, each agent outputs an assessment 
based upon sensors’outputs or on the outputs from other 
intelligent agents. The assessment from an intelligent agent 
contains a rating, an assessment (in text), a con?dence level 
for the assessment, and other information as described 
beloW. The output from an intelligent agent in the invention 
is constrained to What is permitted in the eXtensible Markup 
Language @(ML) Document Type De?nition (DTD) de?ned 
for the invention and contains a description of the intelligent 
agent’s analysis and assessment so other agents can use both 
the analysis and assessment as inputs for their oWn reason 
ing and assessments. The output from each intelligent agent 
in the invention is expressed using the eXtensible Markup 
Language. Intelligent agents can output their assessment, a 
con?dence in the assessment, and the raW values for any or 
all of the sensors that it used to make the assessment along 
With other information. 
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At the lowest level of the hierarchy are the sensor speci?c 
intelligent agents. These agents have as their primary 
responsibility the task of extracting information that can be 
indicative of a chemical or biological agent attack from the 
data provided by its sensor. As each sensor or data source 
generates data it passes the data to its dedicated intelligent 
agent. Once the data arrives at the agent, the agent performs 
segmentation on the data to look for signs of a chemical or 
biological cloud and attempts to isolate any signs of a cloud 
based upon the agent’s mission tasking by using the infor 
mation in its knoWledge base. Each loW level agent is tasked 
With making a determination about the characteristics of the 
observed World based upon the output of one sensor, With 
the option of using decision engines to do so. 

The output from an intelligent agent can consist of a 
composite of the analyses of all of the decision engines and 
can also include the analysis and con?dence level for each 
decision engine in the intelligent agent. If a decision is 
alloWed to make an output to the hierarchy, it must also 
include a con?dence value With its assessment. Each intel 
ligent agent or agent society continues its analysis on the 
data until it either can make a conclusive determination 
concerning the presence of a cloud or neW data arrives from 
the sensor. The loW-level intelligent agents are tasked With 
identifying clouds and are responsible for attaching cloud 
identi?ers to clouds. If an assessment is made, then the 
intelligent agent makes a determination of the con?dence 
value for the assessment. The con?dence value can be 
determined using a look up table, a formula, or other means 
that takes into account the quality of the data. Then, the 
agent completes the DTD by ?lling in those portions for 
Which it has data and then sends the DTD to all of the agents 
in the next level of the hierarchy. 

The mid-level agents in the hierarchy have as their inputs 
data provided by intelligent agents at loWer levels in the 
hierarchy. These inputs from the loWer levels can be option 
ally consolidated using dilferent Weighting factors and the 
raW sensor data as provided by their intelligent agents. The 
output from a mid-level intelligent agent can consist of a 
composite of the analyses of all of its decision engines and 
can also include the analysis and con?dence level for each 
decision engine in the intelligent agent. If a mid-level agent 
makes an output to the hierarchy, it must also include a 
con?dence value With its assessment. Because the mid-level 
intelligent agents have a multitude of inputs from loWer 
level intelligent agents, they also consider the Weather and 
ground conditions as part of their analysis in order to rule out 
natural causes for the observed event. 

Mid-level agents correlate and consolidate cloud identi 
?cations provided to them by loWer level agents and are 
responsible for determining When a given cloud has been 
identi?ed by more than one agent and then consolidating and 
correlating this multiple recognition of a cloud into a single 
instance. Mid-level intelligent agents are alloWed to make a 
determination if a chemical or biological agent plume has 
been detected, if such a determination is made then a 
con?dence value for the determination must also be made 
and transmitted in the DTD. Each mid-level intelligent agent 
continues its analysis on the data until it either can make a 
conclusive determination concerning the presence of a cloud 
or neW data arrives from the sensor. If an assessment is 

made, then the intelligent agent computes a determination of 
the con?dence value for the assessment. The con?dence 
value can be determined using a look up table, a formula, or 
other means that takes into account the quality of the data. 
Then, the agent completes the DTD by ?lling in those 
portions for Which it has data and then sends the DTD to all 
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8 
of the agents in the next level of the hierarchy4or posts the 
DTD to the blackboard. 

TABLE 1 

XML Document Type De?nition Used by Intelligent Agents 
at the Hierarchy Top 

<?XML version=“l.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
<!DOCTYPE DETECTION OUTPUT SYSTEM [ 
<EELEMENT DETECTION OUTPUT 
Attack occurring 
Attack assessment con?dence 7 
Number of plumes 7 
(Plume identi?er 
plume con?dence 
plume location 
Main axis 
Minor axis 
Change in main axis 
Change in minor axis 
Direction of motion 
Velocity of motion 
Plume mean height 
Plume maximum height 
Change in plume height)* 

<!ELEMENT Attack occurring (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Attack assessment con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of plumes (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume identi?er (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT plume con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT plume location (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Direction of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<!ELEMENT Velocity of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume mean height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume maximum height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in plume height (#PCDATA)> 
</ DETECTION OUTPUT> 

At the top of the hierarchy lie the intelligent agents that 
have the responsibility for determining if an attack has 
occurred and for tracking a chemical or biological cloud or 
clouds once they are detected. The output for these agents is 
formatted according to the DTD shoWn in Table 1 above. 
The output from the highest level agents consists of a 
noti?cation of Whether or not a chemical or biological cloud 
plume has been detected, hoW many plumes are detected, a 
plume identi?er, a plume location, a con?dence factor for 
the detection of each plume, the major and minor axis for 
each plume, direction and velocity of each plume, and plume 
height. The attack occurring entry can have either a yes or 
no value, With a default value of no. The attack assessment 
con?dence entry only occurs When the Attack occurring 
entry has a value of yes and gives a con?dence value that an 
attack is occurring. The number of plumes entry provides the 
number of plumes detected and appears only When the 
Attack occurring entry has a value of yes. Then, for each 
plume, there is a plume identi?er, a con?dence factor value 
that the plume is a chemical or biological cloud, the plume’s 
coordinates, the main and minor axis for the plume, the 
change in main and minor axis for this plume since the last 
report, the direction and velocity of motion for the plume, 
the mean and maximum height for the plume, and the 
change in plume height since the last report. 
As shoWn in FIG. 3, there are four major components 

Within each intelligent agent in the invention: the Physical 
Representation Component, PRC, at 303, the Cognitive 
Component, CC, at 302, the Agent Interface, AI, at 301, and 
the Knowledge Base at 304. The PRC at 303 contains a 
model of the external environment, including terrain, sun 
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position, moon position, and major bodies of water within 
the sensor’s ?eld of view. The PRC contains static environ 
ment information, such as information concerning terrain 
and the location of major bodies of water, semi-static 
environment information, such as information concerning 
weather and soil moisture content, and dynamic data, such 
as the re?ectance of a cloud, soil temperature, and the Sun’s 
position. The Knowledge Base at 304 contains two types of 
information. The ?rst type of information is that related to 
the mission for the intelligent agent, that is, the exact tasking 
for the agent within the invention. The tasking is a descrip 
tion of the objective of the analysis to be performed by the 
agent and the inputs the agent should use to perform the 
analysis. The tasking determines the type of information the 
agent needs as an input and the information it can produce 
as an output. Information about the tasking is exchanged 
between the Mission Knowledge Base and the Agent Inter 
face so that the Agent Interface can extract the information 
that the agent needs and so that feedback concerning the 
agent’s performance can be placed into the Mission Knowl 
edge Base for use by the Decision Engines in the Cognitive 
Component (at 302). The other type of information in the 
knowledge base is agent speci?c and holds the knowledge 
needed by each agent for it to perform its task. Information 
in this portion of the knowledge base helps the agent to 
analyZe the information arriving from the PRC and also 
helps it to make assessments concerning the con?dence in an 
assessment. 

The Cognitive Component 302 of the intelligent agent 
contains one or more decision engines. The decision engines 
use the information contained in the Knowledge Base 304 
and the information in the Physical Representation Compo 
nent (which includes all incoming, dynamic data) to make its 
determination concerning the existence of a chemical or 
biological cloud and/or the motion of a cloud. The Agent 
Interface 301 is responsible for gathering data from the 
hierarchy or blackboard and providing the information to the 
PRC and Mission Knowledge Base and is also responsible 
for placing information into the hierarchy or placing it onto 
the blackboard after it is output from the Cognitive Com 
ponent. 

The architecture for each agent in the invention consists 
of a reasoning mechanism, specialiZed knowledge, commu 
nication facilities, and knowledge base access methods. 
Each agent can be, in turn, composed of multiple agents so 
that the complexity of a given agent’s operation can be 
hidden from all other agents and the communication inter 
face between agents remains the same regardless of the 
internal complexity of the agent. FIG. 4 contains a detailed 
representation of the architecture of a single intelligent 
agent. As shown in this FIG., each agent’s decision engine 
has six main components, components which are themselves 
agents and form an agent society, a Current World Model 
401, an Expected World Model 405, an Environment Ana 
lyst 402, an Other Sensor Inputs Analyst 403, a Feedback 
Analyst 404, and an Engine Memory 406. All six of these 
components are able to send and receive data and analyses 
from any other component of a decision engine. Within a 
decision engine, the Current World Model component con 
tains a description of the state of the environment that has 
been assembled by the agent based upon its inputs derived 
from its sensors. This current description is compared 
against the Expected World Model component to detect 
changes in the world and unexpected events. 
By way of explanation, the term “world model”, recited 

here and in connections with FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 of the 
drawings for examples, is an arti?cial intelligence term and 
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10 
refers to the computer-stored and maintained representation 
of the contents of the volume within a sensor’s ?eld of view 
and by extension to the ?eld of view for all of the sensors for 
the present invention system. No model of the world as a 
globe is intended or maintained. The expected world model 
is the agent’s estimate of the anticipated state of the volume 
within the sensor’s ?eld of view. 
The Environment Analyst component uses information 

contained in the world models and information provided by 
the Other Sensor Inputs Analyst component to determine if 
a cloud (as indicated by a segment with certain properties) 
exists in the environment and to track a cloud if it does exist 
based upon the individual intelligent agent’s inputs. The 
Environment Analyst also generates feedback to be sent to 
other agents in the agent hierarchy in the invention. Feed 
back can consist of information such as there are too many 
segments (or chemical or biological cloud plumes) being 
provided, do not forward raw sensor data, increase the 
number of segments, or any other performance factors. The 
output from the Environment Analyst that is sent to other 
intelligent agents is written in XML according to the DTD 
presented below. The Other Sensor Inputs Analyst compo 
nent is responsible for accepting data provided by other 
intelligent agents and for using it to help the Environment 
Analyst component to determine if a chemical or biological 
cloud exists and to enable the tracking of a chemical or 
biological cloud. 

The Feedback Analyst component takes information pro 
vided as feedback from other intelligent agents in the 
hierarchy and provides it to the other components in its 
decision engine except for the Current World Model. The 
Feedback Analyst ?lters the feedback to extract the feedback 
appropriate to its particular engine and also to its current 
state. The feedback allows the decision-making components 
of an engine to re?ne their operation based upon the per 
ceived utility of their outputs by other intelligent agents in 
the invention. The information that comes into the Feedback 
Analyst is written in XML according to DTD presented 
below. The Engine Memory component maintains a record 
of all of the decisions and outputs of the other six compo 
nents as well as a record of world models so that they can 
draw upon the memory to make future decisions. The 
memory holds information like the number of segments 
detected for each type of segmentation performed, time 
stamped feedback, location of correlations that were 
detected, prior weather conditions and signi?cant aspects of 
prior world models formed by the agent. 

Several factors support our decision to use XML for 
communication between intelligent agents in the invention. 
First, XML is a ?exible approach to formatting. The XML 
capability to de?ne and use custom tags and the minimal 
requirements imposed by the language permit expression of 
the transmission format robustly within the boundaries of 
the language. Second, XML is widely used and is standard 
iZed; therefore, the basic components of the language are 
stable and well understood. Third, XML is precise, it has a 
well de?ned set of rules for describing a document and for 
ordering the contents of a document but does not specify 
semantics. As a result, XML provides the basis for devel 
oping a common data format that is robust in the face of data 
corruption, self-describing in terms of tag meaning, and 
extendable to accommodate unforeseen data requirements. 
Fourth, because XML supports the de?nition of custom 
tag-sets and custom structures that are completely contained 
within the document, an XML-based speci?cation can be 
automatically searched and categoriZed by computer pro 
grams instead of manually. Finally, XML supports the 
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creation and use of multipart, distributed documents and 
supports interchange of data betWeen agents and agent 
societies. Additional information relating to the XML com 
munication is included in the appendix to this speci?cation. 
Each agent’s output is contained Within a Document Type 
De?nition (DTD) for the invention. The DTD for all of the 
agents in the invention is presented in Table 2 beloW. This 
DTD is used by each agent to communicate With other 
agents in the hierarchy and betWeen agents in a society. 
Vocabulary tags and assigned meanings for certain intelli 
gent agent outputs in Table 2 appear in Table 3 also shoWn 
beloW. 

TABLE 2 

XML Document Type De?nition 

<?XML version=“l.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
<!DOCTYPE INTELLIGENTLAGENTLOUTPUT SYSTEM [ 
<1 ELEMENT INTELLIGENTLAGENTLOUTPUT 

<!ELEMENT Attack occurring (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Attack concluded (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of sensors (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Sensor type (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT RaW sensor output (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Boundary for sensor footprint on (#PCDATA)> 

surface 
<EELEMENT Sensor frequency range (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Sensitivity of sensor (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Resolution of sensor (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Sensor altitude (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Sensor position (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Orientation of sensor (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT RaW sensor output (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Composite assessment (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Composite assessment con?dence level (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of decision engine assessments (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Decision engine assessment (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Decision engine assessment con?dence (#PCDATA)> 

level 
<EELEMENT Number of input assessments (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Input assessment value (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Input assessment con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
<1 ELEMENT Feedback (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of clouds (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud identi?er (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud location (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud altitude (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud mean height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud maximum height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in cloud mean height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud direction of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud velocity of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Millimeter Wave penetration (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Average infrared emission for the cloud (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud re?ectance (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud humidity (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Cloud temperature (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of plumes (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume identi?er (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume location (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume altitude (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume mean height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume maximum height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Change in plume mean height (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Direction of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Velocity of motion (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume re?ectance (#PCDATA)> 
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TABLE 2-continued 

XML Document Type De?nition 

<EELEMENT Plume humidity (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Plume temperature (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Ambient humidity (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Ambient air temperature (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural clouds present (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Surface moisture (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Surface temperature (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Sun position (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Moon position (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Increase number of segments (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Decrease number of segments (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Forward all raW sensor data (#PCDATA)> 

<EELEMENT Do not forWard raW sensor data (#PCDATA)> 

<EELEMENT Wind direction (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Wind velocity (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Elapsed time since event began (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Number of natural clouds (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural cloud id (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural cloud location (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural cloud altitude (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural Cloud Main axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural Cloud Minor axis (#PCDATA)> 
<EELEMENT Natural Cloud assessment con?dence (#PCDATA)> 
> 

</ INTELLIGENTiAGENTiOUTPUT> 

Table 3 provides the de?nition for each tag used in the 
DTD for the invention. 

TABLE 3 

Vocabulary Tags and Assigned Meanings for 
Certain Intelligent Agent Outputs 

TAG MEANING 

Attack occurring Signal that an attack has been 
detected, nominal value is false 
Signal that attack has concluded, 
signal to reset all timers and begin 
scanning for neW attack, nominal 
value is true 
Number of sensors used to make the 
assessment reported in the current 
report 
Type of sensor used to provide an 
assessment input 
Latitude and longitude of each corner 
of the rectangle for the sensor foot 
print or the latitude and longitude of 
the center of the circle of the foot 
print and the circle’s radius; de?nes 
the boundary of the World model 
volume for a sensor 

Operational range of the sensor, from 
loWest effective frequency to highest 
effective frequency used by the 
sensor for this report. 
In square meters 
Given in meters above mean sea level 
Given in right ascension and 
declination 
Relative to prime meridian and 
equator 
Values produced by a sensor 
Overall assessment by the intelligent 
agent that Whether a chemical or 
biological agent plume is present 
Con?dence level of the intelligent 
agent that its assessment of the 
presence ofa chemical or biological 
agent plume is correct 

Attack concluded 

Number of sensors 

Sensor type 

Boundary for sensor footprint on 
the surface 

Sensor frequency range 

Resolution of sensor 
Sensor altitude 
Sensor position 

Orientation of sensor 

RaW sensor output 
Composite assessment 

Composite assessment con?dence 
level 
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TABLE 3-continued 

Vocabulary Tags and Assigned Meanings for 
Certain Intelligent Agent Outputs 

TABLE 

14 

3-continued 

Vocabulary Tags and Assigned Meanings for 
Certain Intelligent Agent Outputs 

5 

TAG MEANING TAG MEANING 

Number of decision engine Number of assessments based on the Change in main axis Change in length of main axis since 
assessments computations of a single decision last report 

engine that a chemical or biological Change in minor axis Change in length of minor axis since 
attack is occurring included in this 10 last report 
report Plume mean height Mean height of the plume, in meters 

Decision engine assessment Assessment of the decision engine above the surface of the Earth 
Whether a chemical or biological Plume maximum height Maximum height of the plume, in 
agent plume is present meters above the surface of the Earth 

Decision Engine assessment Con?dence value for the assessment Change in plume mean height Change in mean height of the plume 
con?dence level of the decision engine Whether a 15 since last report 

chemical of biological agent plume is Direction of motion Direction of the movement of the 
present center of the plume relative to true 

Number of input assessments Number of input assessments used by north 
the intelligent agent to make its Velocity of motion Velocity of the center of the plume in 
computations kilometers per hour 

Input assessment value Value of an input assessment used by 20 Plume re?ectance The ratio of the amount of electro 
the intelligent agent to make its magnetic radiation that re?ects olf 
computations the surface of the cloud to the amount 

Input assessment con?dence Con?dence value attached to the of radiation that strikes the cloud 
value of an input assessment used by Plume humidity Given as percent relative humidity 
the intelligent agent to make its Plume temperature Temperature of a plume given in 
computations degrees centigrade 

Feedback Tag to indicate the presence of 25 Ambient humidity Given as percent relative humidity 
feedback from a higher level in the Ambient air temperature Temperature of the air, given in 
hierarchy degrees centigrade 

Number of clouds Number of clouds that have not been Natural clouds present Whether or not clouds are present in 
identi?ed as either a chemical or the atmosphere in the same area that 
biological plume or natural cloud in a sensor is Watching, given as a true 
this report 30 or false value 

Cloud identi?er Unique identi?er assigned to a cloud Surface moisture Amount of moisture measured on the 
by an intelligent agent surface 

Cloud con?dence Con?dence level value that a cloud Surface temperature Temperature of Earth’s surface 
Was detected Sun position Given in right ascension and 

Cloud location Latitude and longitude of the cloud declination 
Cloud altitude Given in meters above mean sea level 35 Moon position Given in right ascension and 
Main axis The long axis of the plume declination 
Minor axis The short axis of the plume Increase number of segments Directive to a loWer level agent to 
Change in main axis Change in length of main axis since increase the number of segments that 

last report it identi?es, usually accomplished by 
Change in minor axis Change in length of minor axis since using some form of ?ner grained 

last report 40 segmentation values 
Cloud mean height Mean height of the cloud, in meters Decrease number of segments Directive to a loWer level agent to 

above the surface of the Earth decrease the number of segments that 
Cloud maximum height Maximum height of the cloud, in it identi?es, usually accomplished by 

meters above the surface of the Earth using some form of coarser grained 
Change in cloud mean height Change in mean height of the cloud segmentation values 

since last report ForWard all raW sensor data Directive to a loWer level agent to 
Cloud direction of motion Direction of the movement of the 45 place the raW sensor values into the 

center of the cloud relative to true intelligent agent hierarchy. 
north Do not forWard all raW sensor data Directive to a loWer level agent to 

Cloud velocity of motion Velocity of the center of the cloud in stop placing the raW sensor values 
kilometers per hour into the intelligent agent hierarchy. 

Millimeter Wave penetration Whether a radar can penetrate the Wind direction Direction the Wind is coming from, 
cloud to the ground 50 given in relation to true north 

Average infrared emission for the Wind velocity Velocity of the Wind, given in 
cloud kilometers/hour 
Cloud re?ectance The ratio of the amount of electro- Elapsed time since event began Time in seconds since the intelligent 

magnetic radiation that re?ects off agent ?rst detected a chemical or 
the surface of the cloud to the amount biological ag?nt Plum6 
of radiation that strik?s the cloud 55 Number of natural clouds Total number of natural clouds 

Cloud humidity Given as percent relative humidity Tepolt?d in this mp0It 
Cloud t?mp?mmm Giv?n in d?gm?s c?ntigmd? Natural cloud id Unique identi?er assigned to a 
Number of plumes Number of chemical and biological I nanllral cloud by mtdhg?nt ag?nt 

- - Natural cloud location Latitude and longitude of the center plumes reported in this report 
Plume identi?er Unique identi?er assigned to a plume . of. th? immml cloud' 

. . Natural cloud altitude Given in meters above mean sea level 

by an mtdhg?nt ag?nt 60 Natural Cloud Main axis The long axis of the natural cloud 
Plum‘? cont-M61106 Con?denc? ‘Value that the plum‘? Natural Cloud Minor axis The short axis of the natural cloud 

ass?ssm?nt 15 correct Natural Cloud assessment Con?dence value that the natural 
Plume location Latitude and longitude of the center cont-M61106 Cloud ass?ssm?nt is correct 

of the plume. 
Plume altitude Given in meters above mean sea level 

Main axis The long axis of the plume 65 FIG. 5 in the drawings shows the basic ?oW for the 
Minor axis The short axis of the plume processing of data Within the invention among all of the 

agents in a single agent society. The FIG. 5 agent society is 
















